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A full-stack programmer is a technological jack-

of-all-trades — someone who’s mastered front-

facing web design processes and back-end

technologies alike. You’ll acquire all the

knowledge that underscores a wide range of

programming know-how with this Full Stack

Programmer Bundle, now only $39 in the

TechnoBuffalo Deals Store.

Across 130 hours of instruction, you’ll have

access to the motherlode of web creation

content. Become well-versed in a handful of
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fundamental programming languages and

disciplines, including Python, PHP, Ruby, and

Bootstrap, plus dig into more advanced

functions like how to build and manage

databases.

You’ll also explore environments that help you

automate your code (Kubernetes and Docker),

and get up close and personal with newer

technologies (Google Go or the dynamic Julia

programming language). And you’ll chart all

your progress with the instructors’ Learning

Management System, making sure you’re

progressing and retaining your knowledge.

Get the hardcore computer science instruction

you need to elevate your career with this Full

Stack Programming Bundle, now over 90% off

while the deal lasts.
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